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Abstract—Fog/edge computing has been proposed to be inte-
grated with Internet-of-Things (IoT) to enable computing services
devices deployed at network edge, aiming to improve the user’s
experience and resilience of the services in case of failures.
With the advantage of distributed architecture and close to end-
users, fog/edge computing can provide faster response and greater
quality of service for IoT applications. Thus, fog/edge computing-
based IoT becomes future infrastructure on IoT development.
To develop fog/edge computing-based IoT infrastructure, the
architecture, enabling techniques, and issues related to IoT
should be investigated first, and then the integration of fog/edge
computing and IoT should be explored. To this end, this paper
conducts a comprehensive overview of IoT with respect to
system architecture, enabling technologies, security and privacy
issues, and present the integration of fog/edge computing and
IoT, and applications. Particularly, this paper first explores the
relationship between Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) and IoT, both
of which play important roles in realizing an intelligent cyber-
physical world. Then, existing architectures, enabling technolo-
gies, and security and privacy issues in IoT are presented to
enhance the understanding of the state of the art IoT devel-
opment. To investigate the fog/edge computing-based IoT, this
paper also investigate the relationship between IoT and fog/edge
computing, and discuss issues in fog/edge computing-based IoT.
Finally, several applications, including the smart grid, smart
transportation, and smart cities, are presented to demonstrate
how fog/edge computing-based IoT to be implemented in real-
world applications1.

Keywords—Internet of Things, Fog/edge computing, enabling
technologies, security and privacy, and applications.

I. INTRODUCTION

Fog/edge computing is an architecture organized by the
networking edge devices or clients to provide computing
services for customers or applications in the space between
networking central servers and end-users [148], [16]. In
fog/edge computing, the massive data generated by different
kinds of IoT devices can be processed at the network edge
instead of transmitting it to the centralized cloud infrastructure
due to bandwidth and energy consumption concerns [117],
[104]. Because fog/edge computing is organized as distributed

1Copyright (c) 2012 IEEE. Personal use of this material is permitted.
However, permission to use this material for any other purposes must be
obtained from the IEEE by sending a request to pubs-permissions@ieee.org.

architecture and can process data and store data in networking
edge devices, which is close to end-users, fog/edge computing
can provide services with faster response and greater quality,
in comparison with cloud computing [148]. Thus, fog/edge
computing is more suitable to be integrated with Internet of
things (IoT) to provide efficient and secure services for a large
number of end-users, and fog/edge computing-based IoT can
be considered as the future IoT infrastructure [16].

To design and deploy fog/edge computing-based IoT, the
concept and features of IoT should be investigated first. IoT
can connect ubiquitous devices and facilities with various
networks to provide efficient and secure services for all
applications anytime and anywhere [9], [81]. Based on the
aforementioned definition, two features are required in IoT.
First, IoT is the extension of the net or Internet [10], meaning
that, in IoT, various networks should coexist, and the inter-
operability among these networks is critical for information
delivery and supporting applications [88], [7]. Interconnection
is a critical architecture issue in IoT [132]. Second, things
connected in IoT are no longer limited to devices or objects,
but can also be information, human behaviors, etc. [120],
[124]. Thus, IoT should include mechanisms that handle the
connection of objects in a broader manner.

There have been a number of research efforts devoted to
developing IoT prototypical systems [132], [137]. Nonetheless,
most of the systems that focus on specific applications are im-
plemented within extranet or intranet, and have no interaction
with each other. Based on the features of IoT that intercon-
nection is a critical architecture issue, strictly speaking, these
systems or applications are not ‘Internet of Things’, but the
‘Net of Things’, or can even be considered as ‘Net of Devices’,
and the interactions between these extranets and intranets were
missed [132], [124]. Thus, IoT should cover all things in large-
scale networks, in which various networks should coexist, and
are able to interact with each other via various gateways and
middlewares, supported by the complex control plane [88].
One vision is that a generalized network infrastructure that
integrates various networks should be designed, and all IoT-
based systems or applications can provide their services by
efficiently sharing network resources and information across
the generalized network infrastructure. For example, in smart
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cities [156], [14], if a generalized network infrastructure can
be implemented and is able to cover all regions in a city,
applications (smart grid, smart transportation, smart health-
care, etc.) can share their individual network infrastructures
to enable data collection and information delivery. In this
vision, everything that is inter-connected in the network can be
realized because all applications can interact with each other
easily and share the resources effectively. The implementation
of generalized network infrastructure can reduce the cost of
network deployment as well [156].

To have a generalized network infrastructure, the devel-
opment of IoT with respect to architectures, enabling tech-
nologies, and possible challenges should be studied first. In
recent years, several published survey papers reviewed the IoT
technologies from different aspects. For example, the survey
work done by Atzori et al. in [10] presented the enabling com-
munication technologies and different visions of IoT, which
can help those who want to approach this field have a primary
understanding of IoT. The survey work done by Al-Fuqaha et
al. in [7] presented the enabling technologies, protocols, and
possible applications of IoT, in which the horizontal overview
of IoT was provided and the key IoT challenges were presented
to point out the future directions. There have been also a
number of research efforts devoted to security and privacy
issues in IoT. For instance, the survey work done by Andrea et
al. in [8] presented the security vulnerabilities and challenges
in IoT from the view of applications, networks, and physical
systems, and considered the security and privacy issues in
technologies associated with physical systems, networking,
software, and encryption.The survey work done by Sha et
al. in [116] presented challenges issues and opportunities in
Internet of Things. In addition to the aforementioned survey
papers, Botta et al. in [18] considered the integration of cloud
computing and IoT. Also, Wu et al. in [132] proposed a novel
IoT infrastructure, namely WInternet, which can be designed
and realized by current Internet technologies, and meets var-
ious requirements of IoT. Although a number of efforts have
been conducted, most existing surveys have only focused on
specific aspects of IoT. This calls for a comprehensive survey
of IoT to help newcomers have a general understanding of the
complex discipline of this emergent research area.

To full the gap, this paper first reviews the existing efforts
on IoT and then present the integration of fog/edge computing
and IoT and related issues. In particular, this papers conduct a
comprehensive overview of IoT with respect to architectures,
enabling technologies, security and privacy issues, and present
the foundation of fog/edge computing-based IoT and appli-
cations. Meanwhile, possible open issues and challenges in
IoT are presented as well. Particularly, the relation between
Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) and IoT is explored first.
Notice that both CPS and IoT emphasize the interactions
between the cyber world and the physical world, and are easily
confused with one another. In addition, the difference between
CPS and IoT has not been clearly distinguished before. The
detailed relation between CPS and IoT can help newcomers to
understand the concept and features of IoT. Then, to provide a
better understanding of the state of the art in IoT development,
the architectures, enabling technologies, and challenges in IoT

are clearly presented. We consider IoT as multi-layer archi-
tectures, divided into the perception layer, networking layer,
service layer, and application layer. Based on the multi-layer
architecture, enabling technologies and open issues in each
layer are then presented. After that, security vulnerabilities and
challenges are discussed, and the security issues with respect
to confidentiality, integrity, availability, as well as privacy
issues in IoT are discussed. In addition, the integration of
IoT and fog/edge computing and related issues are presented
to enable the design and deployment of fog/edge computing-
based IoT. Finally, several applications (smart grid, smart
transportation, and smart cities) are presented to illustrate how
fog/edge computing-based IoT are to be implemented in real-
world IoT-based systems.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: We
introduce relation between CPS and IoT in Section II. We
present the architectures of IoT in Section III. We present the
enabling technologies and challenges of IoT in Section IV. We
present the security and privacy issues of IoT in Section V.
The integration of IoT and fog/edge computing is presented
in Section VI. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section VIII.

II. CYBER-PHYSICAL SYSTEMS (CPS) AND INTERNET OF
THINGS (IOT)

In this section, the relation between CPS and IoT is clarified.
In the following, we first give the overview of CPS and then
discuss the key differences between CPS and IoT.

A. Overview of CPS
Generally speaking, CPS is referred to as the system that

can efficiently integrate both cyber and physical components
through the integration of the modern computing and com-
munication technologies [131], [5], aiming to changing the
method of interaction among the human, cyber and physical
worlds. CPS emphasizes the interactions between cyber and
physical components and has a goal of making the monitoring
and control of physical components secure, efficient, and
intelligent by leveraging cyber components [23].

In CPS, ‘Cyber’ means using the modern sensing, comput-
ing, and communication technologies to effectively monitor
and control the physical components, while ‘Physical’ means
the physical components in real world, and ‘System’ reflects
the complexity and diversity. Based the clarification, we can
see that a CPS consists of multiple heterogeneous distributed
subsystems [50]. Similar to the development of IoT, CPS has
been developed in numerous areas [50], [74], [72], including
smart grid, smart transportation, etc.

As shown in [23], the CPS is the integration of physical
components, sensors, actuators, communication networks, and
control centers, in which sensors are deployed to measure
and monitor the status of physical components, actuators
are deployed to ensure the desirable operations on physical
components, and communication networks are used to de-
liver measured data and feedback comments among sensors,
actuators, and control centers. The control centers are used
to analyze measured data and sent feedback commands to
actuators, ensuring the system operate in desired states [144],
[23].
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Fig. 1. The integration of IoT and CPS

B. Difference between CPS and IoT

Based on the overview of CPS, we know that both CPS and
IoT aim to achieve the interaction between cyber world and
physical world [100]. Particularly, CPS and IoT can measure
the state information of physical components via smart sensor
devices without human’s input. Meanwhile, in both CPS and
IoT, the measured state information can be transmitted and
shared through wired or wireless communication networks.
After the analysis of measured state information, both CPS
and IoT can provide secure, efficient, and intelligent services
to applications. The existing efforts on CPS applications and
IoT applications have been expanded to similar areas (smart
grid, smart transportation, smart city, etc.).

Because of the similarities between CPS and IoT, it is an
urgent need to clarify the difference between CPS and IoT
so that newcomers may enter this complex discipline easily.
Nonetheless, few existing efforts clearly identify the difference
between CPS and IoT, and several efforts have even considered
the CPS and IoT to be the same concept. Thus, to fulfil this
gap, the difference of CPS and IoT is clarified below.

As mentioned above, the essence of CPS is the ‘system’ and
the main objective of CPS is to measure the state information
of physical devices and ensure the secure, efficient, and intelli-
gent operation on physical devices. In CPS, the sensor/actuator
layer, communication layer, and application (control) layer are
present. The sensor/actuator layer is used to collect real-time
data and execute commands, communication layer is used to
deliver data to upper layer and commands to lower layer, and
application (control) layer is used to analyze data and make
decisions. Figure 1 illustrates the three layers in CPS. From
this figure, we can see that CPS is a vertical architecture.

In contrast, IoT is a networking infrastructure to connect a
massive number of devices and to monitor and control devices
by using modern technologies in cyber space. Thus, the key
of IoT is ‘inter-connection’. The main objective of IoT is
to interconnect various networks so that the data collection,
resource sharing, analysis, and management can be carried out
across heterogeneous networks. By doing so, reliable, efficient,
and secure services can be provided. Thus, IoT is a horizontal
architecture, which should integrate communication layers of
all CPS applications to achieve inter-connection, as shown in
Figure 1. Notice that, the interconnection of various networks
is not only limited to physical connections. Control plane
(interfaces, middleware, protocols, etc.) should be designed
to ensure that data can be efficiently delivered across different

kinds of networks and shared. For instance, in a smart city,
networks of smart weather forecasting, smart transportation,
and smart grid should be interconnected and interact with
each other. Data from smart transportation and smart weather
forecasting should be processed and extracted and used by the
smart grid to determine the states and brightness of street-
lamps to ensure efficient use of energy resources, as well as
traffic safety at night.

Actually, control plane in IoT is more complex than that
in Internet and has been ignored by most if not all. Recently,
some efforts have been focused on the control plane in IoT.
For example, Wu et al. in [132] proposed an IoT architecture,
namely WInternet, which focuses on inter-connecting various
“Net of Things” into a large-scale global network. In WIn-
ternet, the internal architecture of nodes was innovated with
embedded computing capability to ensure that critical appli-
cations can interaction with physical space. Also, protocols
(netlet computation and pipe communication protocol) were
designed to meet requirements of IoT applications.

To summarize, the basic difference between CPS and IoT is
that, CPS is considered as a ‘system’, while IoT is considered
as ‘internet’. The common requirements for both CPS and
IoT are real-time, reliable, and secure data transmission. The
distinct requirements for CPS and IoT are listed as follows:
for CPS, effective, reliable, accurate, real-time control is
primary goal, while for IoT, resource sharing and management,
data sharing and management, interface among different nets,
massive-scale data and big data collection and storage, data
mining, data aggregation and information extraction, and high
quality of network Quality of Service (QoS) are important
services.

In fact, one of the most representative applications that
integrate CPS and IoT is smart cities, in which several
CPS applications operate simultaneously, including smart gird,
smart transportation, and smart healthcare, etc. As shown in
Figure 1, the communication layers of all applications are
interconnected as a unified network to provide service for
smart cities.

III. ARCHITECTURE

In this section, we show several existing architectures for
IoT.

A. Three-Layer Architecture

Typically, the architecture of IoT is divided into three basic
layers [84]: (i) application layer, (ii) network layer, and (iii)
perception layer, which are further described below.

(i) Perception layer, also known as the sensor layer, is
implemented as the bottom layer in IoT architecture [11]. The
perception layer interacts with physical devices and compo-
nents through smart devices (RFID, sensors, actuators, etc.). Its
main objectives are to connect things into IoT network, and to
measure, collect, and process the state information associated
with these things via deployed smart devices, transmitting the
processed information into upper layer via layer interfaces.

(ii) Network layer, also known as the transmission layer, is
implemented as the middle layer in IoT architecture [68]. The
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network layer is used to receive the processed information
provided by perception layer and determine the routes to
transmit the data and information to the IoT hub, devices,
and applications via integrated networks. The network layer is
the most important layer in IoT architecture, because various
devices (hub, switching, gateway, cloud computing perform,
etc.), and various communication technologies (Bluetooth,
WiFi, Long-Term Evolution (LTE), etc.) are integrated in
this layer. The network layer should transmit data to or
from different things or applications, through interfaces or
gateways among heterogeneous networks, and using various
communication technologies and protocols.

(iii) Application layer, also known as the business layer, is
implemented as the top layer in IoT architecture [7]. The appli-
cation layer receives the data transmitted from network layer
and uses the data to provide required services or operations.
For instance, the application layer can provide the storage
service to backup received data into a database, or provide the
analysis service to evaluate the received data for predicting the
future state of physical devices. A number of applications exist
in this layer, each having different requirements. Examples in-
clude smart grid, smart transportation, smart cities, etc. [133],
[125].

The three-layer architecture is basic for IoT and has been
designed and realized in a number of systems [133]. Yet,
despite the simplicity of the multi-layer architecture of IoT,
functions and operations in the network and application layers
are diverse and complex. For example, the network layer
not only needs to determine routes and transmit data, but
also provide data services (data aggregation, computing, etc.).
The application layer not only needs to provide services to
customers and devices, it must also provide data services
(data mining, data analytics, etc.). Thus, to establish a generic
and flexible multi-layer architecture for IoT, a service layer
should be developed between network layer and application
layer to provide the data services in IoT. Based on this
concept, Service-oriented Architectures (SoA) have recently
been developed to support IoT [7], [137].

B. SoA-based Architecture

Generally speaking, SoA is a component-based model,
which can be designed to connect different functional units
(also known as services) of an application via interfaces and
protocols [10], [87], [136]. SoA can focus on designing the
workflow of coordinated services, and enable the reuse of
software and hardware components, improving the feasibility
of SoA for use in designing IoT architecture [10], [137]. Thus,
SoA can be easily integrated into IoT architecture, in which
data services provided by the network layer and the application
layer in the traditional three-layer architecture can be extracted
and form a new layer, namely the service layer (also known
as the interface layer or middleware layer). Thus, in a SoA-
based IoT architecture, four layers exist and interact with
each other [123], these being the perception layer, network
layer, service layer, and application layer. It is worth noting
that, in some existing efforts, the service layer is divided
into two sub-layers, namely service composition sub-layer

and service management sub-layer. In addition, the business
layer is extracted from the application layer and works as the
upper layer of the application layer to provide complex service
requests.

In the four-layer SoA-based IoT architecture, the perception
layer is performed as the bottom layer of the architecture, and
used to measure, collect, and extract the data associated with
physical devices [52]. The network layer is used to determine
routes and provide data transmission support via integrated
heterogeneous networks [10], [47]. The service layer is lo-
cated between network layer and application layer, providing
services to support the application layer [10]. The service layer
consists of service discovery, service composition, service
management, and service interfaces. Here, service discovery is
used to discover desired service requests, service composition
is used to interact with the connected objects, and divide or
integrate services to meet service requests in an efficient way,
service management is used to manage and determine the trust
mechanisms to meet service requests, and service interfaces
are used to support interactions among all provided services.
The application layer is used to support the service requests
by users. The application layer can support a number of
applications, including smart grid, smart transportation, smart
cities, etc.

IV. ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES AND CHALLENGES IN
DIFFERENT LAYERS

Based on the architectures mentioned above, IoT can be
realized with several enabling technologies. In this section, the
four-layer SoA-based IoT architecture is taken as an example
to present the relevant enabling technologies and challenges
in each layer.

A. Perception Layer

In the perception layer, the main function is to identify
and track objects. To achieve this function, the following
technologies can be implemented.

1) RFID: Generally speaking, RFID, as a non-contact com-
munication technology, is used to identify and track objects
without contact. It support data exchange via radio signals over
a short distance [8], [163]. The RFID-based system consists
of RFID tag, RFID reader, and antenna [62]. RFID tag can be
a microchip attached to an antenna. Each RFID tag is attached
in an object and has its unique identification number. A RFID
reader can identify an object and obtain the corresponding
information by querying to the attached RFID tag through
appropriate signals [64]. An antenna is used to transmit signals
between RFID tag and RFID reader. In comparison with
other technologies, RFID has the following benefits [124],
[51] (fast scanning, durability, reusability, large storage, non-
contact reading, security, small size, low cost, etc.). Because
of these benefits, RFID can be useful in the perception layer
of IoT to identify and track objects and exchange information.

2) Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN): WSN can play a very
important role in IoT [86], [66], [151], [95], [134], [34]. WSN
can monitor and track the status of devices, and transmit the
status data to the control center or sink nodes via multiple
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hops [6], [69]. Thus, WSN can be considered as the further
bridge between the real world and the cyber world [131].
In comparison with other technologies, WSN has a number
of benefits, including scalability, dynamic reconfiguration,
reliability, small size, low cost, and low energy consumption.
All these benefits help WSN to be integrated in various areas
with diverse requirements.

Notice that both RFID and WSN can be used for data
acquisition in IoT, and the difference is that RFID is mainly
used for object identification, while WSN is mainly used for
the perception of real-world physical parameters associated
with the surrounding environment [124].

3) Others: Barcode, also denoted one-dimensional code,
stores the information in several black lines and white spac-
ings. These lines and spacings have different widths, organized
in a linear or one-dimensional direction, and are arranged with
special encoding rules [49]. The information included in the
barcode can be read by a machine that scans the barcode with
an infrared beam [94].

A two-dimensional code records the information by using
black and white pixels laid out on the plane, in which black
pixel represents a binary of ‘1’ and white pixel represents a
binary of ‘0’ [49]. With special encoding rules, the black and
white pixels can store a significant amount of information.
In comparison with barcode, two-dimensional code has the
benefit of high information content, high reliability, high
robustness, etc. [124].

In addition, RFID sensor network (RSN) is an integration of
RFID system and sensor network. In a RSN, sensor network
can cooperate with RFID system to identify and track the
status of objects [139]. In a RSN, small RFID-based sensing
devices and RFID reader are implemented, where the RFID
reader works as a sink node to generate data and provides
power for network operations.

B. Network Layer

The network layer is used to determine routing, and provide
data transmission support through integrated heterogeneous
networks. In the following, some protocols that can enable
the reliable and secure communication in IoT are presented.

1) IEEE 802.15.4: IEEE 802.15.4 is a protocol designed
for the physical layer and the MAC layer in wireless personal
area networks (WPANs) [7], [37]. The goal of IEEE 802.15.4
is to focus on low-rate wireless personal area networks (LR-
WPANs), providing the low rate connections of all things
in a personal area with low energy consumption, low rate
transmission, and low cost [4]. IEEE 802.15.4 protocol stack is
based on Open System Interconnection (OSI) model, in which
each layer only implements parts of transmission functions,
and lower layers can provide service to upper layers. IEEE
802.15.4 can support bands of 868/915M and 2.4Ghz, and the
data transmission rate on these bands can achieve 20 kbps, 40
kbps, and 250 kbps, respectively [7]. IEEE 802.15.4 is a basis
for many wireless communication technologies and protocols,
such as Zigbee [63], WirelessHART [59], etc.

2) 6LoWPAN: Low-power wireless personal area networks
(LoWPAN) are organized by a large number of low-cost

devices connected via wireless communications [124]. In com-
parison with other types of networks, LoWPAN has a number
of advantages (small packet sizes, low power, low bandwidth,
etc.) [124]. As an enhancement, 6LoWPAN protocol was
designed by combining IPv6 and LoWPAN. In 6LoWPAN,
IPv6 packets can be transmitted over IEEE 802.15.4 net-
works [99]. Because of the low cost and low energy consump-
tion, 6LoWPAN is suitable to IoT, in which a large number
of low cost devices are included. 6LoWPAN have several
advantages, including a great connectivity and compatibility
with legacy architectures, low-energy consumption, ad-hoc
self-organization, etc.

3) Zigbee: Zigbee is a wireless network technology, de-
signed for short-term communication with low-energy con-
sumption [100]. In Zigbee protocol, five layers are included:
the physical layer, the MAC layer, the transmission layer, the
network layer, and the application layer [124]. The advantages
of Zigbee networks include low energy consumption, low cost,
low data rate, low complexity, reliability, and security. Zigbee
network can support multiple topologies, including star, tree,
and mesh topologies [13].

4) Z-Wave: Z-wave is a short-term wireless communication
technology with the advantages of low cost, low energy
consumption, and great reliability [100]. The main objective of
Z-wave is to provide reliable transmission between a control
unit and one or more end-devices, and Z-wave is suitable for
the network with low bandwidth. Notice that no more than
232 nodes (slaves) can be included in a Z-wave network, and
all nodes (slaves) would be controlled by the controller and
have routing capability [100], [124]. Z-wave network supports
the dynamic routing technology, and each slave stores a route
list in its memory, which is updated by the controller [41].

Although both of Zigbee and Z-wave support the short-
range wireless communication with low cost and low energy
consumption, there are some differences between them. The
main difference between Zigbee and Z-wave is the frequency
band operated in by the physical layer. In Zigbee, the fre-
quency band of the physical layer is normally 2.4GHz, while
the frequency band in Z-wave is less than 1GHz (908.42MHz
∼ 868.42MHz) [124]. The Zigbee network can support end-
devices (slaves) up to 65000, while the Z-wave network can
only support 232 end-devices (slaves) [124]. In comparison
with Zigbee architecture, Z-wave is simple in implementation.

5) Message Queue Telemetry Transport (MQTT): Using
the publish/subscribe technique, Message Queue Telemetry
Transport (MQTT) is a messaging protocol, which is used to
collect measured data on remote sensors and transmit the data
to servers [7]. MQTT is a simple and lightweight protocol, and
supports the network with low bandwidth and high latency.
MQTT can be implemented in various platforms to connect
things in IoT into the Internet, and thus MQTT can be used as
a messaging protocol between sensors/actuators and servers,
making MQTT play an important role in IoT.

6) Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP): Constrained
Application Protocol (CoAP) is a messaging protocol based on
REST (REpresentational State Transfer) architecture [7], [17],
[38]. Because most of devices in IoT are resources constrained
(i.e., small storage and low computing capability), HTTP
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cannot be used in IoT, due to its complexity. To overcome the
issue, CoAP was proposed to modify some HTTP functions
to meet the requirements for IoT. Generally speaking, CoAP
is the application layer protocol in the 6LoWPAN protocol
stack, and aims to enable resources constrained devices to
achieve RESTful interactions. The group communication and
push notification are supported by CoAP, but broadcasting
is not. Resource observation, block-wise resource transport,
resource discovery, interaction with HTTP, and security are
all the important features provided by CoAP [7], [38].

7) Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol (XMPP):
Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol (XMPP) is an
instant messaging protocol based on XML streaming proto-
cols [7], [112]. XMPP inherits features of XML protocol, so
that XMPP has great scalability, addressing, and security ca-
pabilities, and can be used for multi-party chatting, voice and
video streaming, and tele-presence. In XMPP, the following
three roles are included: client, server, and gateway, as well as
bidirectional communication is supported between two parties
of these three roles. Particularly, the server can achieve the
functionality of link management and message routing, the
gateway is used to support the stable communication among
heterogeneous systems, and the client can be connected to the
server based on TCP/IP protocol and transmit context based on
XML streaming protocol. Thus, XMPP can be used in IoT to
support the object to object communication with XML-based
text messages.

8) Data Distribution Service (DDS): Data Distribution Ser-
vice (DDS) is a publish/subscribe protocol for supporting high
performance device-to-device communication [7], [44]. DDS
was developed by Object-Manage-Group (OMG) and is a data
centric protocol, in which multicasting can be supported to
achieve great quality of service and high reliability [44]. The
broker-less publish/subscribe architecture makes DDS suitable
to real-time constrained IoT and device-to-device communica-
tions [7]. In addition, DDS can achieve great scalability.

9) Advanced Message Queuing Protocol (AMQP): Ad-
vanced Message Queuing Protocol (AMQP) is an open
standard message queuing protocol used to provide mes-
sage service (queuing, routing, security and reliability, etc.)
in the application layer [7], [40]. AMQP focuses on the
message-oriented environments and can be considered as a
message-oriented middleware protocol. Using AMQP, clients
can achieve stable communication with message middlewares,
even if these clients and middlewares are produced by differ-
ent programming languages. In addition, AMQP implements
various kinds of message exchange architectures, including
store and forward, publish and subscribe, message distribution,
message queuing, context-based routing, and point-to-point
routing [114].

10) Others: In addition to the transmission protocols, com-
munication protocols, and messaging protocols, other proto-
cols can play important roles in IoT as well. For example,
Multicast DNS (mDNS) can support the name resolution in
IoT applications [7], [55]. DNS Service Discovery (DNS-SD)
can be used by clients to discover desired services in a special
network via mDNS [7], [30]. Routing protocol for Low Power
and Lossy networks is a link-independent routing protocol,

which can be deployed at resource-constrained nodes to deter-
mine routes over low power and lossy links [7], [129], [152].
Although these protocols can be integrated into IoT, enhanced
protocols with more security, reliability, and interoperability
capabilities are required to advance the development of IoT.

C. Service Layer

As described above, the service layer is located between the
network layer and the application layer, and provides efficient
and secure services to objects or applications. In the service
layer, the following enabling technologies should be included
to ensure that the service can be provided efficiently: inter-
face technology, service management technology, middleware
technology, and resource management and sharing technology.

1) Interface: The interface technology must be designed in
the service layer to ensure the efficient and secure information
exchange for communications among devices and applications.
In addition, the interface should efficiently manage the inter-
connected devices, including device connection, device discon-
nection, device communication, and device operation [137].

To support applications in IoT, an InterFace Profile (IFP)
can be considered as a service standard, which can be used to
facilitate the interactions among services provided by various
devices or applications. To achieve an efficient IFP, Universal
Plug and Play (Upnp) should be implemented [137], [45], [36].
As the development of IoT, a number of efforts on the interface
have been performed. For instance, SOCRADES Integration
Architecture (SIA) can be used to provide effective interactions
between applications and services [45], [108]. As the devel-
opment of SoA-IoT, Service Provisioning Process (SPP) has
the functionality of providing interactions with applications
and services [137], [167]. Although a number of interface
technologies have been developed for IoT, implementing more
effective, secure, and scalable interface technologies with low
cost remains a great challenge in future research to support
IoT.

2) Service Management: Service management can effec-
tively discover the devices and applications, and schedule ef-
ficient and reliable services to meet requests. A service can be
considered as a behavior, including collection, exchanging, and
storage of data, or an association of these behaviors to achieve
a special objective [10], [87]. In IoT, some requirements can be
met by only one service, while other requirements have to be
met by the integration of multiple services. Thus, the service
can be divided into two categories in IoT: primary service
and secondary service [137]. The primary service, also known
as the basic service, can expose the primary functionalities
at devices or applications. In contrast, the secondary service
can achieve the auxiliary functionalities based on the primary
service or other secondary service.

To hide the implementation detail of services and make
these services be compatibly implemented in heterogeneous
devices and applications, SoA has been used to integrate ser-
vices. Through this, the reliability and consistence of services
can be provided [137], [79]. For example, OSGi platform
established by a dynamic SoA architecture is an effective
modular platform to deploy services. To deploy a SoA-based
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service, the service composition platforms should be devel-
oped first, and then the functionalities and communication
capabilities of devices should be abstracted. Finally, a common
set of services should be provisioned [137], [10]. In SoA-based
service, each service offered by a device or application can be
considered as a standard service, which can be effectively and
easily used in various heterogeneous devices and applications
without any change. In this way, requirements in SoA-based
IoT can be satisfied more quick and efficient [137].

3) Middleware: Middleware is a software or service pro-
gramming that can provide an abstraction interposed between
IoT technologies and applications [46], [154]. In middleware,
the details of different technologies are hidden, and the stan-
dard interfaces are provided to enable developers to focus on
the development of applications without considering the com-
patibility between applications and infrastructures [10]. Thus,
by using middleware, devices and applications with different
interfaces can exchange information and share resources with
each other.

Middleware has the following benefits [10]: (i) middleware
can support various applications, (ii) middleware can run
on various operating systems and platforms, (iii) middleware
can support the distributed computing and the interaction of
services among heterogeneous networks, devices, and applica-
tions, (iv) middleware can support standard protocols, (v) mid-
dleware can provide standard interfaces, providing portability
and standard protocols to enable interoperability, and making
middleware play an important role in standardization [25].
Middleware can also provide a stable high-level interface for
applications. With stable interfaces, applications can work
independently on hardware and operating system. This feature
makes middleware suitable for IoT, because a large number of
heterogeneous devices and networks are integrated, and these
devices and networks would be changed or updated often.

A number of research efforts on middleware have been
developed, and can be divided into five categories [103], [25],
including (i) message-oriented middleware, (ii) semantic web-
based middleware, (iii) location-based service and surveillance
middleware, (iv) communication middleware, and (v) perva-
sive middleware. Particularly, message-oriented middleware
can provide the reliable information exchange among various
platforms, and communication protocols (e.g. AMQP, DDS,
MQTT and XMPP) [7], [25]. Semantic web-based middle-
ware can provide the interactions and interoperability among
various sensor networks. Examples of this category includes
the SoA-based middleware [119], task computing-based mid-
dleware [43], etc. Location-based service and surveillance
middleware integrates the locations of devices and other
information to provide integrated value services [110]. Com-
munication middleware can provide reliable communications
among heterogeneous devices and applications. In commu-
nication middleware, RFID-based middleware (Fosstrak [2],
etc.), sensor network-based middleware (TinyREST [82], etc.)
and the Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition (SCADA)
are typical examples. Pervasive middleware is designed for
the pervasive computing environment, and provides services
on multiple and heterogeneous platforms [93].

To integrate middleware into IoT, the following challenges

need to be addressed [25]: (i) Interoperability challenge is to
connect heterogeneous devices in communication and infor-
mation exchange, (ii) Scalability challenge is to be effectively
operated in either small-scale environment or large-scale en-
vironment that could involve a massive number of objects,
(iii) Abstraction provision challenge is to provide abstractions
at various levels, (iv) Spontaneous interaction challenge is
to provide the reliable service for spontaneous events, (v)
Infixed infrastructure challenge is to provide reliable services
without requesting a fixed infrastructure, and (vi) Multiplicity
challenge is to support simultaneously communication among
devices and to select or schedule the most suitable services
for devices from a massive set of services. The middleware
for IoT should achieve trust, security, and privacy.

4) Resource Management and Sharing: Various heteroge-
neous networks are integrated to provide data delivery for
all applications in IoT (smart transportation, smart grid, etc.).
To reduce the cost, some applications can share part of the
network resources to increase its utilization. In this case,
ensuring that information requested by various applications
is delivered on time is a challenging issue in IoT. Existing
resource sharing mechanisms primarily focus on the spectrum
sharing, which is used to efficiently coordinate multiple net-
works in the same frequency to maximize the utilization of
network resources [165], [127], [78]. The spectrum sharing can
be divided into three dimensions, including time, frequency,
and space. While most of the existing schemes were developed
for machine-to-machine or device-to-device communications,
IoT focuses on thing-to-thing networks, in which ‘thing’ not
only refers to devices or machines, but also refers to human
behaviors, and other objects. Thus, designing an effective
resource sharing scheme across heterogeneous networks that
is suitable for IoT environment is a significant challenge for
future development.

In addition, raw data in IoT are collected by smart devices
(RFID, sensors, etc.), and most of these smart devices are
resource-constrained and cannot harvest energy from environ-
ment. Thus, an energy saving scheme should be considered
in resource management [109]. There have been a number
of efforts on energy conservation and energy management
in sensor networks, including schemes to enhance the life
of sensors via harvesting energy from distributed energy
resources [21], schemes to reduce the energy of sensors via
duty-cycle scheme [98], energy-based routing protocols to
balance the energy consumption and to increase the life of
the sensor network [152], [151], etc. Although these efforts
can work well on energy saving and management, a scheme
that is suitable for IoT network infrastructures comprised of
heterogeneous networks is an unresolved challenge for future
research as well.

V. SECURITY AND PRIVACY

In this section, the security features of IoT are presented
first. Then, the security and privacy issues, and possible
solutions are discussed in detail.
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A. Security Features of IoT

(i) Confidentiality: Confidentiality can ensure that the data
is only available to authorized users throughout the process,
and cannot be eavesdropped or interfered by non-authorized
users. In IoT, confidentiality is an important security princi-
ple, because a large number of measurement devices (RFID,
sensors, etc.) can integrated in IoT. Thus, it is critical to
ensure that the data collected by a measurement device will
not reveal secure information to its neighboring devices. To
achieve great confidentiality, enhanced techniques, including
secure key management mechanisms, and others should be
developed and used [22].

(ii) Integrity: Integrity can ensure that the data cannot be
tampered by intended or un-intended interference during the
data delivery in communication networks, ultimately providing
the accurate data for authorized users. Integrity is important
for IoT, because if IoT applications receive forged data or
tampered data, erroneous operation status can be estimated
and wrong feedback commands can be made, which could
further disrupt the operation of IoT applications. To achieve ac-
ceptable integrity, enhanced secure data integrity mechanisms
(false data filtering schemes, etc.) should be developed and
applied [144].

(iii) Availability: Availability can ensure that the data and
devices are available for authorized users and services when-
ever the data and devices are requested. In IoT, services are
commonly requested in real-time fashion, and services cannot
be scheduled and provided if the requested data cannot be
delivered in a timely manner. Thus, availability is also an
important security principle. One of the most serious threats to
availability is the denial-of-service (DoS) attack, and enhanced
techniques (secure and efficient routing protocols, etc.) should
be studied and applied to ensure availability in IoT [83].

(iv) Identification and Authentication: Identification can
ensure that non-authorized devices or applications cannot be
connected to IoT, and authentication can ensure that the
data delivered in networks are legitimate, and the devices or
applications that request the data are legitimate as well. In
IoT, identifying and authenticating each data and object is
difficult, because a large number of diverse objects comprise
an IoT. Thus, designing efficient mechanisms to deal with the
authentication of objects or things is critical in IoT [32].

(vi) Privacy: Privacy can ensure that the data can only be
controlled by the corresponding user, and that no other user
can access or process the data. Unlike confidentiality, which
aims to encrypt the data without being eavesdropped and
interfered by non-authorized users, privacy ensures that the
user can only have some specific controls based on received
data and cannot infer other valuable information from the
received data [145], [160], [107], [20]. Privacy is considered as
one of important security principles due to a large number of
devices, services, and people sharing the same communication
network in IoT.

(vii) Trust: Trust can ensure the aforementioned security
and privacy objectives to be achieved during the interactions
among different objects, different IoT layers, and different
applications. The objectives of trust in IoT can be divided as

trust between each IoT layer, trust between devices, and trust
between devices and applications [8]. With trust, security and
privacy can be enforced. Trust management systems should be
designed to implement these trust objectives in IoT.

B. Security

In this section, security challenges in each layer of IoT
architecture are presented in detail. In SoA-based IoT, the
service layer is established via extracting the functionality of
data services in the network layer and the application layer.
Thus, security challenges in the service layer can be attributed
to challenges in the network and the application layers. In the
following, only security challenges in the perception layer, the
network layer, and the application layer are presented.

1) Perception Layer: As the main purpose of the perception
layer in IoT is to collect data, the security challenges in this
layer focus on forging collected data and destroying perception
devices, which are presented below.

(i) Node Capture Attacks: In a node capture attack, the
adversary can capture and control the node or device in
IoT via physically replacing the entire node, or tampering
with the hardware of the node or device [163]. If a node
is compromised by the node capture attack, the important
information (group communication key, radio key, matching
key, etc.) can be exposed to the adversary. The adversary
can also copy the important information associated with the
captured node to a malicious node, and then fake the malicious
node as an authorized node to connect to the IoT network or
system. This attack is denoted as the node replication attack. A
node capture attack can incur a serious impact on the network.
To defend against the node capture attack, effective schemes
to monitor and detect malicious nodes need to be studied [15].

(ii) Malicious code Injection Attacks: In addition to the node
capture attack, the adversary can control a node or a device in
IoT by injecting malicious code into the memory of the node
or device, which is denoted as the malicious code injection
attack [143]. The injected malicious code not only can perform
specific functions, but can also grant the adversary access into
the IoT system, and even gain the full control of the IoT
system. To defend against the malicious code injection attack,
effective code authentication schemes need to be designed and
integrated into IoT [143], [115].

(iii) False Data Injection Attacks: With the captured node
or device in IoT, the adversary can inject false data in place
of normal data measured by the captured node or device,
and transmit the false data to IoT applications [144]. After
receiving the false data, IoT applications can return erroneous
feedback commands or provide wrong services, which further
affects the effectiveness of IoT applications and networks.
To defend against such a malicious attack, techniques (false
data filtering schemes, etc.), which can efficiently detect and
drop the false data before the data is received by the IoT
applications, need to be designed [72], [71].

(iv) Replay Attacks (or Freshness Attacks): In IoT, the
adversary can use a malicious node or device to transmit to
the destination host with legitimate identification information,
which has been received by the destination host, in order to
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make the malicious node or device obtain the trust of IoT [90],
[163]. Replay attack is commonly launched in authentication
process to destroy the validity of certification. To mitigate the
replay attack, techniques (secure time stamp schemes, etc.)
should be designed and developed in IoT [31].

(v) Cryptanalysis Attacks and Side Channel Attacks: A
cryptanalysis attack can use the obtained ciphertext or plaintext
to infer the encryption key being used in the encryption algo-
rithm [158]. Nonetheless, the efficiency of cryptanalysis attack
is low. To improve the efficiency, new attacks, namely the
side channel attacks, can be introduced by the adversary. For
example, in the side channel attack investigated in IoT [138],
the adversary could deploy some techniques on the encryption
devices in IoT to obtain the encryption key, which is used
in IoT for encrypting data and decrypting data. One of the
typical side channel attacks is the timing attack, in which
the adversary can obtain the encryption key by analyzing the
time information required to execute the encryption algorithm.
To mitigate the side channel attack, efficient and secure
encryption algorithms and key management schemes need to
be developed in IoT [22].

(vi) Eavesdropping and Interference: Because most of de-
vices in IoT will communicate via wireless networks, vulner-
ability lies in the fact that information delivered in wireless
links can be eavesdropped by non-authorized users [164], [42].
To deal with eavesdropping, secure encryption algorithms and
key management schemes are required. The adversary can also
send noise data or signal to interfere with the information
delivered in wireless links. To ensure the accuracy and timely
delivery of data, effective secure noise filtering schemes are
required to filter the noise data and restore original data [91].

(vii) Sleep Deprivation Attacks: In IoT, most devices or
nodes have low power ability. To extend the life cycle of
the devices and nodes, devices or nodes are programmed to
follow a sleep routine to reduce the power consumption [113],
[8]. Nonetheless, the sleep deprivation attack can break the
programmed sleep routines and keep device or nodes awake
all the time until they are shut down. To extend the life cycle
of these devices and nodes, the energy harvest scheme can be
one possible solution, in which devices and nodes can harvest
energy from the external environment (solar, etc. [21]). In
addition, other techniques, like secured duty-cycle mechanism
to mitigate the sleep deprivation attack, need to be studied in
IoT.

2) Network Layer: As the main purpose of the network
layer in IoT is to transmit collected data, the security chal-
lenges in this layer focus on the impact of the availability of
network resources. Also, most devices in IoT are connected
into IoT networks via wireless communication links. Thus,
most security challenges in this layer are related to wireless
networks in IoT.

(i) Denial-of-Service (DoS) Attacks: DoS attacks can con-
sume all of the available resources in IoT by attacking network
protocols or bombarding the IoT network with massive traffic,
rendering the services of IoT systems unavailable [84]. The
DoS attack is considered to be one of the most common
attacks, and represents an attack category, which can result
in the services of IoT systems being unavailable. Thus, DoS

attacks can be generated by attack schemes, including Ping
of Death, TearDrop, UDP flood, SYN flood, Land Attack,
etc.. To defend against DoS attacks, attacking schemes need to
be carefully investigated first, and then the efficient defensive
schemes to mitigate attacks need be developed to secure IoT
systems [83].

(ii) Spoofing Attacks: The purpose of spoofing attacks is
for the adversary to gain full access to the IoT system, and
send malicious data into the system [8]. In IoT, examples of
spoofing attacks include IP spoofing [92], RFID spoofing [89],
etc. In an IP spoofing attack, the adversary can spoof and
record the valid IP address of other authorized devices in
the IoT, and then access the IoT system to send malicious
data with the obtained valid IP address, making malicious
data appear to be valid. In a RFID spoofing attack, the
adversary can spoof and record the information of a valid
RFID tag, and then send malicious data with this valid tag
ID to the IoT system. Secure trust management, identification
and authentication can be possible solutions to defend against
the spoofing attack [32], [28].

(iii) Sinkhole Attacks: In a sinkhole attack, a compromised
device or node claims exceptional capabilities of power,
computation, and communication, such that more neighboring
devices or nodes will select the compromised device or node
as the forwarding node in data routing process because of the
appealing capabilities [118]. By doing this, the compromised
device or node can increase the amount of data obtained before
its delivered in the IoT system. Notice that a sinkhole attack
not only can break the confidentiality of delivered data, but
also can be a fundamental step to launch additional attacks
(DoS attack, etc.). To defend against the sinkhole attack,
techniques such as secure multiple routing protocols need to
be studied and applied [57].

(iv) Wormhole Attacks: Wormhole attack can be launched
by two cooperative malicious devices or nodes in IoT, in
which the two malicious devices in different locations can
exchange routing information with private links to achieve
a false one-hop transmission between them, even if they are
located far away from each other [67]. In a wormhole attack,
because the forwarding hops are reduced, more data will
be delivered through these two malicious devices or nodes.
With access to more delivered data, the wormhole attack can
lead to the similar damage as sinkhole attack. To defend
against wormhole attack, there are some possible defensive
techniques. One technique is to modify the routing protocols to
enhance the security in the route selection process [26], while
other techniques involve deploying secure hardware (GPS,
directed antenna, etc.).

(v) Man in the Middle Attack: In a man in the middle attack,
a malicious device controlled by the adversary can be virtually
located between two communicating devices in IoT [97]. By
stealing the identify information of the two normal devices,
the malicious device can be a middle device to store and
forward all data, which is communicated between these two
normal devices, while the two normal devices cannot detect the
existence of the malicious device, and instead believe that they
directly communicate with each other. The man in the middle
attack can violate the confidentiality, integrity, and privacy
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of restricted data in IoT through monitoring, eavesdropping,
tampering and controlling the communication between the
two normal devices. Unlike malicious node capture attacks
that need to physically tamper with the hardware of devices,
the man in middle attack can be launched by only relying
on the communication protocols used in IoT networks. Se-
cure communication protocols and key management schemes,
which can ensure the identify and key information of normal
devices not be leaked to the adversary, can be efficient defense
techniques to protect against the attack [83], [22].

(vi) Routing Information Attacks: Routing information at-
tacks focus on the routing protocols in IoT systems, in which
the routing information can be manipulated and resent by the
adversary to create route loops in the data transmission of
the network, leading to the extension of source paths and the
increase of end-to-end delay in IoT networks [8]. To defend
against the routing information attack, secure routing protocols
and trust management to establish secure links among devices
in IoT and ensure the identifying information and IP addresses
not to be leaked to the adversary are possible techniques to
be used.

(vii) Sybil Attacks: In a sybil attack, a malicious device,
namely a sybil device, can claim several legitimate identities
and impersonate them in IoT systems [8], [96], [159]. Be-
cause a sybil device has several legitimate identities, false
data sent by the sybil device can be easily accepted by
their benign neighboring devices. Also, routes that select
sybil devices as forwarding nodes may consider that several
different intersected paths are determined, but, in fact only
one path is determined and all transmitted data needs to go
through the sybil device, in which jamming and DoS can
be used. To defend against sybil attacks, secure identification
and authentication mechanisms need to be developed for IoT
systems [32].

(viii) Unauthorized Access: RFID is an important enabling
technology in IoT. Nonetheless, as a large number of RFID-
based devices are integrated in IoT, and most of the RFID
tags lack proper authentication mechanisms, RFID tags can
be accessed and the information stored in tags can be ob-
tained, modified, and deleted by the adversary [8], [60].
Thus, authorization access and authentication mechanisms for
RFID-based devices in IoT is a challenge in need of further
development [56].

3) Application Layer: The main purpose of the application
layer is to support services requested by users. Thus, chal-
lenges in the application layer focus on the software attacks.
Here, several possible challenges in the application layer of
IoT are presented below.

(i) Phishing Attack: In phishing attacks, the adversary can
obtain the confidential data of users, such as identification and
passwords, by spoofing the authentication credentials of users
via the infected e-mails and phishing websites [8], [54]. Secure
authorization access, and identification and authentication can
mitigate phishing attacks [8]. Nonetheless, the most efficient
way is for users themselves to always be vigilant while surfing
online. This becomes an issue as most of devices in IoT are
machines, which may lack of such intelligence.

(ii) Malicious Virus/worm: A malicious virus/worm is an-

other challenges to IoT applications [8], [128], [155]. The
adversary can infect the IoT applications with malicious self-
propagation attacks (worms, Trojan Horse, etc.), and then
obtain or tamper with confidential data. Reliable firewall,
virus detection, and other defensive mechanisms need to be
deployed to combat malicious virus/worm attacks in IoT
applications [111].

(iii) Malicious Scripts: Malicious scripts represent the
scripts that are added to software, modified in software,
and deleted from software with the purpose of harming the
system functions of IoT [8]. Because all IoT applications are
connected to the Internet, the adversary can easily fool the
customers in running malicious scripts (java attack applets,
active-x scripts, etc.) when requesting services through the
Internet. Malicious scripts can pose the leakage of confidential
data and even a complete system shut down. To defend against
malicious scripts, effective script detection techniques, includ-
ing honeypot techniques, static code detection, and dynamic
action detection, need to be deployed in IoT systems.

C. Privacy
In general, all of the massive data collected and used in

IoT should go through the following three steps: (i) data
collection, (ii) data aggregation [130], and (iii) data mining and
analytics [126], [166]. Particularly, data collection is enacted
to sense and collect the status data of objects in IoT, data
aggregation integrates an amount of related data into a com-
prehensive information, and data mining and analytics extract
the potential value of integrated comprehensive information
for special applications in IoT [126]. Although data collection,
data aggregation, and data mining and analytics can provide
a number of services to our daily lives, the privacy issues of
the data in these steps are raised in IoT as well. Privacy, as
a new challenge in IoT, can lead to property loss, and even
compromise human safety [145], [107]. For example, in the
smart grid, if the adversary obtains the private data of the
energy consumption of customers, he or she can infer the time
when users are in the home or out of home, and conduct theft
or other damage to users with a probability. Thus, privacy-
preserving mechanisms need to be developed to ensure private
data not to be leaked to the adversary in IoT.

Based on different data processing steps, privacy-preserving
mechanisms can be divided into three categories: (i) privacy
preservation in data collection [65], (ii) privacy preservation in
data aggregation, and (iii) privacy preservation in data mining
and analytics [135], [20]. As the privacy in data collection,
data mining, and data analytics can be greatly preserved
by various techniques (encryption, key management, etc.), a
majority of the existing efforts on privacy preservation in IoT
focus on data privacy in data aggregation.

In data aggregation, the relevant data could be processed
in several different locations, and thus it is difficult to
achieve privacy preservation through traditional encryption
mechanisms. Thus, several privacy-preserving mechanisms
have been developed that focused on data aggregation, and
can be divided into the following categories: (i) anonymity-
based privacy preservation [105], (ii) encryption-based pri-
vacy preservation [39], and (iii) perturbation-based privacy
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preservation [48], [101], [102]. Particularly, in anonymity-
based privacy preservation, several related anonymity tech-
niques (K-anonymity, L-diversity, T-closeness, etc.) were used
in the data aggregation process to preserve the privacy of
identification information [106]. In addition, traffic analysis
techniques could affect anonymous communication systems
[149], [76], [77]. In encryption-based privacy preservation,
several encryption techniques (homomorphic encryption, com-
mitment mechanism, secret sharing, zero-knowledge proof,
etc.) were used in the data aggregation to ensure data not
to be eavesdropped by adversaries [39]. Nonetheless, existing
encryption techniques can only achieve the confidentiality on
data transmission and may not work well on privacy preserva-
tion. In perturbation-based privacy preservation, perturbation-
based techniques (data customization, data sharing, random
noise injection, etc.) were used in data aggregation to perturb
raw data, achieving privacy preservation [48], however, the uti-
lization of data could hinder the application of this technique
in the IoT.

Due to the great performance by directly operating on
raw data, perturbation-based privacy preserving schemes are
highly popular techniques used in IoT. Nonetheless, most of
perturbation-based privacy preserving achieves great perfor-
mance via reducing the utility of the data. With low utility,
data may not, or may only partially, support services requested
by IoT applications. Thus, the design of privacy preserving
schemes with great data utility remains great challenges on
data privacy preservation in IoT for future research.

VI. INTEGRATION OF IOT AND FOG/EDGE COMPUTING

In this section, we present how to integrate IoT with
fog/edge computing.

A. Overview

The information generated by the things requires big data
to collect and process all of the information that is produced
and gathered, and turn it into something that is useful. Big
data requires the support of IoT because of the challenges of
massive sensing and actuating data supported by IoT (smart
grid, smart transportation, etc.). In addition, the data collected
in IoT applications are generally unstructured data, and need
further analysis to extract useful information. The IoT and big
data can work well with each other. One real-world example
is UPS (United Parcel Service), which is one of the largest
shipping companies in the world [80]. UPS deploys sensors to
collect data (which is the IoT application) and conduct the big-
data analysis to reduce cost and improve delivery efficiency.
The sensors are deployed on the delivery vehicles and collect
the tracking the information (mileage, speed, fuel cost, etc.).

As IoT is becoming the next technology revolution, it will
affect big data in aspects of data storage, data processing,
and analytics. In IoT, continuous streams of data will affect
the data storage capacity in various organizations. Additional
data centers will be needed to deal with the load of data
collected from IoT applications. One possible solution is to
move the data to the cloud by leveraging the Platform as a
Service(PaaS). When an organization selects a technology for

Fig. 2. Fog/Edge Computing

performing big data processing and analytics, the nature of
the IoT data needs to be considered. Hadoop and Hive can
be used to handle big data. Nonetheless, for data collected
by IoT application, NoSQL document databases (the Apache
CouchDB, etc.) may be suitable [33]. This is because the
NoSQL document databases can provide high throughput and
low latency. In addition, Apache Kafka is one IoT tool for
intermediate message brokering It can be used for the real-
time stream processing. The security of big data will also be
affected by IoT [157].

B. Fog/Edge Computing-Based IoT

Cloud computing is now a mature technology used to
provide computing services or data storage over the Internet,
and most of the big IT companies (Amazon, IBM, Google,
etc.) are hosting cloud services. Cloud computing provides the
benefits of flexibility, efficiency, and ability to store and use
data. Nonetheless, when cloud computing is used in IoT, new
challenges will appear. In many IoT/CPS applications, data
from a massive number of things and objects spanning a large
geographical area need to be stored, processed, and analyzed
efficiently. To fulfill the gap, fog/edge computing is able to
extend cloud computing to be closer to the things it supports
[121]. Instead of doing all the computation in the center of the
cloud, fog/edge computing can provide computing and storage
service to devices (nodes) at the edge of the network.

A fog/edge computing node can be any network device with
the capability of storage, computing, and network connectivity
(routers, switches, video surveillance cameras, servers, etc.),
as shown in Figure 2. These devices can be deployed at any
place with a network connection, and collect the data from
IoT devices associated with IoT applications. Different types
of IoT data can be directed to the proper place for further
analysis based on performance requirements. The high priority
data that needs to be addressed immediately can be processed
on fog/edge computing nodes, which are the closest to the IoT
devices that generate the data. The low priority data, which is
not delay-sensitive, can be directed to some aggregation nodes
for further processing and analysis.

In addition to the benefits that fog/edge computing can
contribute, there are some challenges to integrate fog/edge
computing with IoT. One possible challenge is how to effi-
ciently manage fog/edge computing infrastructure and allocate
available resources to IoT devices. At each time, a large
number of services can be requested by IoT devices, and
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each fog/edge service node only has limited computing and
storage capability. In this case, all fog/edge nodes should be
optimally managed and allocated for IoT devices (or a set
of IoT devices in a cluster) to provide requested services
efficiently. Another challenge is how to efficiently manage
fog/edge computing resources. While the previous challenge
focuses on the interface between fog/edge nodes and IoT
services, this challenge focuses on the resource management
among fog/edge nodes.

When fog/edge nodes are allocated to provide services,
different requirements need to be considered, including service
availability, energy consumption, and even revenue. Thus, how
to optically map the fog/edge service nodes to IoT devices to
meet requirements of IoT applications remains a compelling
issue. In addition, security and privacy issues (authentication,
access control, intrusion detection, and trust management, etc.)
in fog/edge computing infrastructures that integrate with IoT
remain also challenging [29], [153], [27], [35]. The security
and privacy issues can be mitigated by countermeasure tech-
nologies mentioned in Section V, and thus the challenges
in resource allocation are discussed below. The challenges
on resources allocation in fog/edge computing-based IoT can
be divided as resources allocation between end-devices and
fog/edge node and resources allocation among fog/edge nodes.

1) Resource Allocation Between End-Devices and Fog/Edge
Node: Because computing and storing resources are limited
in a fog/edge node, it is difficult to totally satisfy all services
requested by end-users simultaneously. To address this issue,
each end-users may have a satisfaction function to assess
the allocated resources to provide its requested service. The
satisfaction function can be represented by

S(r) =

{
log(r + 1), 0 6 r < rmin

log(rmax + 1), r > rmin

, (1)

, where S is the satisfaction function, r is the allocated
resources, and rmax is the maximum resource, which is
required to provide the requested service.

With this satisfaction function, the main objective of
fog/edge node is to maximize the overall satisfaction of all
end-users, which can be represented as

Objective. max{Soverall} (2)
S.t.
Soverall =

∑n
i=1{pi · Si(ri)}

r1 + r2 + ...+ rn 6 R
p1 + p2 + ...+ pn = 1
r1, r2, ..., rn > 0

(3)

, where Soverall is the overall satisfaction of all end-users, R
is the resource that a fog/edge node has, ri is the resource
allocated for end-users i, and pi is the priority level for end-
user i. Based on Equations (2) and (3), a fog/edge node
can allocate its resources to all end-device while achieving
maximum overall satisfaction.

In a fog/edge computing-based IoT, a number of fog/edge
nodes are connected, if a fog/edge node does not have enough
resources to provide the requested services from nearby end-
users while its neighboring nodes have spare resources, the

fog/edge node can move some local data to its neighboring
nodes to be processed and stored data. By doing this, services
for its local end-users can be provided. This is related to
the resource allocation among fog/edge nodes, which will be
described below.

2) Resource Allocation among Fog/Edge Nodes: As the
distributed architecture of fog/edge computing-based IoT, all
fog/edge nodes can be connected with each other via the
network connections and share their computing and storing
resources to provide service for end-users. In this scenario,
if a fog/edge node does not have enough resource to provide
local requested services, the fog/edge node can move some
requested services with low priority level to be processed in
its neighboring fog/edge nodes, which have spare resources.
The spare resources of a fog/edge node can be represented as

Rf
spare = Rf −

n∑
i=1

rmax
i , (4)

where, Rf is the resource that fog/edge node f has, and
rmax
i is the maximum resource needed by end-user i. Thus,

if Rf
spare is less than ′0′, fog/edge node f does have enough

resource and needs assist from neighboring nodes, and the
fog/edge node can be denoted as resource-poor node. Oth-
erwise, fog/edge node f has spare resource to help other
fog/edge nodes, and the node can be denoted as resource-rich
node in the fog/edge computing infrastructure.

In the resource allocation among fog/edge nodes, a resource-
poor fog/edge node may not care about which resource-node
helps it to provide computing services, and a resource-rich
node does not care about data from which that it processes.
The only one all fog/edge nodes care about is to achieve the
minimum cost (minimum delay, etc.) in the overall fog/edge
computing infrastructure. By taking the objective of the min-
imum delay as an example, we have

Objective. min

Costall =
1

2
·

∑
Lfg∈L

(
|Rfg

spare| · Costfg
)

S.t.

∀f ∈ NS ,
∑

i∈Nf

Rfi
spare ≤ Rf

spare

∀g ∈ Ng,
∑

j∈Ng

Rjg
spare = Rg

spare

∀Lfg ∈ L, Rfg
spare = −Rgf

spare

∀Lfg ∈ L, |Rfg
spare| ≤ Contraintsfg

(5)

, where Costall is the total cost, Costfg is the cost of
delivering data on link Lfg between fog/edge node f and
g, Nf is the set of neighboring nodes of fog/edge node f ,
Rjg

spare is the data moved from fog/edge node j to node g,
and Contraintsjg is the constraints of link Lfg (bandwidth
etc.). Based on this formalization, resource allocation among
fog/edge nodes with the minimum cost in fog/edge computing
infrastructure can be realized.

VII. APPLICATIONS

In the following, several applications, including the smart
grid, smart transportation, and smart cities, are presented
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to demonstrate how fog/edge computing-based IoT to be
implemented in real-world applications.

A. Smart Grid

In integrating IoT and CPS, the smart grid has been de-
veloped to replace traditional power grid to provide reliable
and efficient energy service to consumers [1]. In the smart
gird, distributed energy generators are introduced to improve
the utilization of distributed energy resources, electric vehicles
are introduced to improve the capability of energy storage
and reduce emission of CO2, and smart meters and bidi-
rectional communication networks are introduced to achieve
the interactions between customers and utility providers. With
these techniques, the smart grid can achieve great reliability,
efficiency, safety, and interactivity [72], [71].

By integrating with IoT, a large number of smart me-
ters can be deployed in houses and buildings connected in
smart grid communication networks [75]. Smart meters can
monitor energy generation, storage, and consumption, and
can interact with utility providers to report energy demand
information of customers and receive real-time electricity
pricing for customers [71], [161]. With the aid of fog/edge
computing infrastructure, the large amount of data collected
from smart meters can be stored and processed so that the
effective operations of the smart grid can be supported. With
the interaction information, utility providers can optimize the
energy dispatch of the grid, and customers can optimize their
energy consumption, resulting in the improvement of resource
utilization and the reduction of cost.

Lastly, because a large number of smart meters are deployed
in the smart grid, and communicate with each other via wire-
less communication links and processed in fog/edge comput-
ing infrastructure, adversaries can easily capture these smart
meters, nodes in fog/edge computing infrastructure, and obtain
or modify the data collected [72], [143]. The confidentiality
and privacy of energy consumption information can be avail-
able to adversaries. With the modified data, utility providers
may incorrectly estimate the energy supply and demand of the
gird, and can feedback erroneous energy dispatch decisions,
leading to imbalance on energy supply and demand in the
grid and even posing large-scale outages [72]. In addition,
key function components in the smart grid can be disrupted.
Examples include state estimation [140], [142], energy routing
[70], [73], energy price [146], [71], [162], optimal power
flow [141], etc. Thus, efficient security mechanisms that can
preserve data privacy and integrity in the data collection and
transmission processes need to be developed for the smart grid
[150], [147].

B. Smart Transportation

Smart transportation, also known as Intelligent Transporta-
tion Systems (ITS), is another typical IoT-CPS based applica-
tion, in which intelligent transportation management, control
system, communication networks, and computing techniques
are integrated to make transportation systems reliable, effi-
cient, and secure [74]. In the smart transportation system, a
large number of smart vehicles are included and connected

with each other through wireless networks [58], [61]. Smart
vehicles can efficiently perceive and share traffic data and
schedule drivers’ travels with great efficiency, reliability, and
safety. In the recent past, smart vehicles (Google’s Self-
Driving car, etc.) have been designed and tested. Those smart
vehicles can detect objects around them and safely manage
speed during traveling without the operation of drivers [3].

In the smart transportation system, each smart vehicle is
deployed with a number of electronic control units (ECUs) to
monitor and control subsystems in the vehicles. These ECUs
are organized as an internal network to share the collected
data within the vehicle [122]. In addition, each smart vehicle is
deployed with communication interfaces to connect to the out-
side network. With these communication interfaces, vehicles
can carry out vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication and
vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I) communication [58]. In this
way, all vehicles can be connected into the smart transportation
system, namely the vehicular network, and exchange and share
massive data of current traffic status, and ultimately offer the
most efficient and secure travels to customers. The massive
collected data can be further stored and processed in the
fog/edge computing infrastructure, enabling efficient service
to drivers and system operators.

Because all the traffic status data are shared by vehicular
networks, the adversary may intrude into the system and
control ECUs in vehicles by launching malicious attacks
against vehicle networks and fog/edge computing nodes in the
fog/edge computing-based IoT infrastructure, sharing mislead-
ing traffic status data with other vehicles via communication
interfaces deployed in the compromised vehicle [141], [12].
In this case, the confidentiality, integrity, and privacy of
traffic status data can be compromised by the adversary, and
serious damage to the transportation system can be caused
(the increase number of congested roads, increase time spent
to complete travels, etc.). Thus, in order to deploy an efficient
and secure smart transportation system, techniques that can
support services in the aforementioned eight main categories
and related security issues need be carefully investigated in
future research.

C. Smart Cities

Smart cities can be considered a complex IoT paradigm,
which aims to manage public affairs via introducing Informa-
tion and Communication Technology (ICT) solutions [156].
Smart cities can use public resources in more efficient ways,
resulting in the improvement of the quality of services pro-
vided to users and the reduction of operational costs to
public administrators [156], [53]. For instance, one practical
implementation of smart cities, namely Padova Smart City, has
been realized in the city of Padova in Italy, which can select
open data and ICT solutions for public administrators as early
as possible to achieve the best use of public resources [24],
[19].

Smart cities, as a complex CPS/IoT application, may consist
of several sub-applications or services [156], [85], including
the smart gird, smart transportation, the structural health
of buildings, waste management, environmental monitoring,
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smart health, smart lighting, etc. All these sub-applications,
or services, should be supported by a unified communication
network infrastructure, or communication networks designed
for these sub-applications or services should be interconnected
to establish a large-scale interconnected heterogenous network
for IoT/CPS applications, with the aim of achieving the best
use of public resources in cities. To enable effective smart
cities, all enabling technologies discussed in Section IV and
security and privacy issues discussed in Section V should be
carefully investigated and integrated. In addition, the fog/edge
computing-based IoT can enable efficient sub-applications and
services in smart cities.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a comprehensive review of IoT has been
presented, including architectures, enabling technologies, and
security and privacy issues, as well as the integration of
fog/edge computing and IoT to support diverse applications.
Particularly, the relationship and difference between IoT and
CPS has been clarified at the outset. Possible architectures for
IoT have been discussed, including the traditional three-layer
architecture and the SoA-based four-layer architecture. Based
on the SoA-based IoT architecture, enabling technologies in
layers (perception layer, network layer, and service layer) have
been detailed, respectively. In addition, to secure IoT, potential
security and privacy issues that could affect the effectiveness
of IoT, and their potential solutions, have been presented. To
investigate the fog/edge computing-based IoT, the relationship
between IoT and fog/edge computing and related issues have
been discussed. Furthermore, several applications, including
the smart grid, smart transportation, and smart cities, are
presented to show how fog/edge computing-based IoT to be
implemented in real-world applications. The main purpose
of this survey is to provide a clear, comprehensive, and
deep understanding of IoT and its integration with fog/edge
computing, outlining the breadth of topics that IoT entails,
and highlighting areas that remain unresolved, in an effort to
further promote the development of IoT.
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